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How does a bastard, orphan, son of a whore and a
Scotsman, dropped in the middle of a forgotten
Spot in the Caribbean by providence, impoverished,
in squalor
Grow up to be a hero and a scholar?1

T

hese lines about an orphan open the hottest show on Broadway this
year. While others would not share Alexander Hamilton’s fate as a
revolutionary hero portrayed centuries later on U.S. currency and Broadway
stages, orphans in European home countries and overseas territories were
commonly embroiled in the economic and political developments that
brought metropoles and colonies into alliances and conflicts with one another
during the late eighteenth century. The American Revolution was one such
conflict. This article discusses male orphans from Spain, which is less famous
than France as an ally of the rebels in Britain’s North American colonies, and
33
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an arena of the war relatively little known to non-specialists: the 1779–1783
siege of Gibraltar. More specifically, this study explores the capture of British
ships and crewmembers off the Iberian coast, and the involvement of and
implications for different groups of male orphanage wards from Seville in
these events. Teens at the maritime orphanage of San Telmo participated in
the August 1780 capture of an English convoy near the Strait of Gibraltar
and were at the heart of a resulting dispute over the monetary portions due
to them for it. In the following years, the youths at Seville’s other main male
orphanage, known as “The Toribios,” figured prominently in plans to spur
the local economy by tapping the textile-making savvy of British prisoners
of war in Andalusia.
Besides illuminating understudied dimensions, arenas, and actors in the
American Revolution, this essay examines Spanish initiatives to combine
juvenile poor relief with efforts to invigorate Spain’s economic and military
profile in the competitive international context of the last quarter of the
eighteenth century. The setting is the reign of Charles III (1759–1788),
often considered the high water mark of “enlightened” monarchy in Spain,
and the Bourbon Reforms. The episodes occurring at this time show that
institutionalized young people—in this case, male youths—became an
important resource and conduit through which reformers tried to implement
technological innovations and promote international competitiveness,
both on land and sea, and both in military and commercial ventures. They
highlight the importance of site-specific adaptation and continued reliance
on local players as well as bureaucratic machinations and the contingency
of international conditions that the Spanish Crown and other “enlightened”
reformers could not fully control. This study thus reveals intriguing
intersections between areas of Spain’s Bourbon Reforms which were often
seen in relative isolation from one another, and the tensions that developed
as they were put into practice.
Though not initially conceived as a study of the Enlightenment per se, this
exploration also responds to trends in the scholarship on this topic. In a recent
essay, Gabriel Paquette usefully discusses developments in scholarship on
the Enlightenment that he finds especially helpful in considering the Spanish
case. These include our growing recognition that not all Enlightenments (like
Dorinda Outram and others, Paquette insists on the plural) were subversive,
and our renewed willingness to consider the plausibility of governmentsponsored “enlightened reform.”2 As Paquette notes, openness to considering
programs emanating from or patronized by monarchical governments as
potentially worthy and authentic components of the Enlightenment facilitates
and encourages thinking about the ideas concerning political economy that
were so prominent among self-styled reformers within and beyond the
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Spanish court. These are welcome developments in the scholarship, and not
only as a vehicle for championing the Spanish Enlightenment and its most
prominent figures, as Ruth MacKay has shown in her trenchant critique.3
The present study benefits from and builds on such work, as the linked cases
involving Spanish orphans in the wars of the American Revolution invite us
to consider the usefulness, and limits, of “enlightened reform.”
The findings reported here are based primarily on manuscripts from the
Spanish national archive at Simancas, with additional documentation from
the archives of orphanages in Seville and the administrative bodies that
oversaw them.
San Telmo Wards and the Capture of a British Convoy
Spanish involvement in the American Revolutionary War formally
began in April 1779, with the signing of a Franco-Spanish alliance treaty
at the royal palace of Aranjuez, which was ratified at Versailles later the
same month. While the late eighteenth century is often considered well
past the sixteenth-century zenith of Spain’s imperial power, the Bourbon
monarchs had overseen a concerted effort to reinvigorate the Spanish navy
in the eighteenth century, with considerable results.4 Consequently, Spain’s
entry into the war not only opened more fronts in the battle against Britain,
broadening the war’s geographic scope, but also gave the combined French
and Spanish forces naval superiority over Britain. George Washington
welcomed this development as “most interesting and agreeable.”5 Larrie
Ferreiro notes that Spain’s entry into the war was of sufficient concern
to the British for them to authorize secret negotiations between Richard
Cumberland, a Briton, and Thomas Hussey, an Irish-Spanish priest, to discuss
a potential truce with Spain.6
Those efforts would not bear fruit, and the Spanish and British would
confront one another in a number of theaters from Central America to the
Mississippi Valley in the Western Hemisphere, as well as in Europe. The
Franco-Spanish siege of Gibraltar, which began in 1779 shortly after Spain
joined the fight, effectively forced Britain to divert resources that otherwise
might have been employed on the other side of the Atlantic throughout the
remainder of the conflict. (Chávez contends that if Britain hoped to defeat
the American rebels and their Spanish and French allies, Britain should
have been less concerned with Gibraltar than with what was going on across
the ocean.7) The secret Hussey-Cumberland negotiations quickly revealed
that Gibraltar would be a sticking point between the two powers, and
confrontations ensued.8 In January 1780, a British fleet under the command
of Vice Admiral George Brydges Rodney captured Spanish warships and
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merchant ships of the Royal Guipuzcoan Company of Caracas, and then
defeated a Spanish squadron to deliver essential supplies to Gibraltar. Youths
from Seville’s maritime orphanage of San Telmo who were working on
Spanish ships involved in this encounter did not escape unscathed; eighteenyear-old Carlos Camerino y Bayzan, for example, was taken to England and
did not return to Spain until 1781.9
In August 1780, the tables turned, and more than two dozen of Camerino
y Bayzan’s fellow youths from the maritime orphanage were among the
Spanish seamen who took part in the capture of an English convoy. They
were crewmembers in a squadron led by Luis de Córdova from Cádiz.10 This
episode put thousands of British prisoners, muskets, and other supplies in
Spanish hands. Ferreiro calls it “the single largest loss of ships the British
mercantile fleet would experience in the war,” valuing the financial loss at
“£1.6 million in gold and silver, about $17 billion today [2016].”11 Given
the enormous scale of this seizure, there were rewards to be had, and fought
over, including in the form of portions (presas) due to participating seamen.
To understand the fight over portions, one must first know how the
Spanish orphans came to be working on the ships of Córdova’s squadron
and the terms of their compensation. By 1780, wards of the Royal School
of San Telmo (Real Colegio Seminario de San Telmo) had been sailing on
Spanish ships for nearly a century. Spain’s Seafarers’ Guild (Universidad
de Mareantes) had erected this institution in 1681 to transform orphaned
boys into specialized seamen, mainly for Spain’s trans-Atlantic commercial
fleets.12 Spanish Hapsburg King Charles II supported this initiative to educate
poor orphaned and abandoned boys in maritime skills “so that in this way
there will be abundant seamen, gunners, and expert pilots” instead of the
“tramps and thieves” he feared they might otherwise become.13 The home
was fittingly named after a traditional patron saint of sailors, San Telmo
(Saint Elmo).
While the original plan had been for resident boys to learn navigation from
the experts at Seville’s House of Trade (Casa de Contratación), over time,
the orphanage developed an advanced in-house education program, which
became the forerunner of the navigation curriculum at Spain’s subsequently
established Naval or Midshipman’s Academy (Academia de Guardias
Marinas). The first navigation instructor at San Telmo, Manuel Cedillo, had
himself been a former San Telmo ward. After becoming a pilot and returning
to teach at the maritime orphanage, he was lured to the new Midshipmen’s
Academy, where he served as director for more than two decades, beginning
in 1728.14 By the 1770s, San Telmo wards regularly studied a multi-year
mathematics-based navigational curriculum on site, reflecting the training
pilots needed for the maritime technology of the day. There also was a
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model ship for pedagogical purposes dry-docked in one of the orphanage’s
courtyards.15 While San Telmo never stopped officially requiring its charity
wards to be orphans, it acquired a reputation as a school and maritime
academy of sorts, to which admission became increasingly restrictive and
competitive. After 1721, prospective wards needed not only to be orphans
but also the progeny of legally wed parents of good reputation and “blood
purity” (limpieza de sangre). There was excess demand for the 150 spaces
available and regular attempts to circumvent admission requirements, as well
as non-orphans learning on the premises as paying students. Though their
presence was regularly criticized, it was ultimately somewhat formalized in
an administrative overhaul of 1786-88, which created a separate provision
for paying “noble boarders” (porcionistas nobles).
After they had completed some schooling at the orphanage, the San Telmo
wards began to work on Spanish ships on European and Atlantic routes. The
type and amount of education they received before embarking on their first
maritime voyage varied based on their aptitude for the advanced navigation
classes, but the orphans were generally in their teens (and sometimes even
into their early 20s) when they sailed under orphanage auspices. (They
typically were admitted to San Telmo between the ages of eight and fourteen,
and usually studied there for several years before going to sea, especially
if they entered on the younger end of the spectrum.) They worked as junior
seamen on both merchant and military vessels.
The wages and other compensation earned by these working orphans
were generally split between the orphanage and each ward. San Telmo’s
representative in Cádiz collected the full wages earned by San Telmo’s youths
serving on Spanish ships, then rebated back to each the amount earned in
excess of the base wage of a page. By the late 1770s, all San Telmo wards
were occupying posts of apprentice seaman (grumete—the next rank up
from page) or higher, so they were all entitled to some portion of their own
shipboard earnings. San Telmo wards regularly worked on military as well
as merchant ships, even during periods of hostilities, so they were regularly
involved in maritime confrontations. Of course, orphans—including
those from San Telmo—were not always on the winning side of maritime
confrontations, and San Telmo wards regularly became prisoners of war,
as in the case of Carlos Camerino y Bayzan discussed above. Since he was
held in England, Camerino y Bayzan had to wait until November 1783 to
collect wages for the shipboard service that landed him there, but a delay
this long was uncommon.16
Twenty-seven other San Telmo wards working on ships in Córdova’s
squadron participated in the capture of the English convoy in August 1780. In
the aftermath, a dispute developed between the orphanage’s administrators,
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members or appointees of the Seafarers’ Guild, and the Spanish Navy. San
Telmo officials claimed that they were entitled to collect, in addition to their
wards’ base pay, part of the special portions due for their service in Córdova’s
squadron. The orphanage administrators made several requests and were
rebuffed, ultimately on the grounds that royal orders required that the
payments due to the San Telmo wards be made in person (en mano propia),
as was the custom for the shipboard servants of generals, commanders and
officers. Orphanage administrators protested to the Crown that this was
inappropriate, since the orphans were members of the ships’ crews and not
personal servants of the officers. They argued that the decision was unjust
and harmful both to the orphanage and to its wards: the orphanage was being
deprived of what admnistrators argued was their rightful institutional cut,
and the wards were deprived because most were not in a position to present
themselves in person to collect their pay in Cádiz, many having already
shipped out to serve in the Americas. In the end, the Crown sided with San
Telmo’s administrators. In 1782, two years after the seizure of the British
ships, the monarchy ordered that the orphanage’s representative in Cádiz be
allowed to collect the portions due to the orphanage and its wards for their
participation in the capture of the British convoy.17
It is difficult to know definitively why the naval officials initially resisted
turning the portions over to the orphanage administrators. They may have
felt that insisting on giving the portions directly to the orphans in person
was acting in the youths’ best interest, so that the orphanage would not be
able to take a cut first. Whether this was their real motive or not, this likely
claim by the Navy would explain why the orphanage administrators not only
pointed out their legal entitlement to a cut but also explained that they had
been supporting the San Telmo wards for years—again, drawing a distinction
between the orphans and the others who were expected to collect their own
portions. Alternatively, the naval officers may just have been stalling and
seeking a way to wriggle out of paying portions to anyone at San Telmo,
whether administrators or wards.
The significance of this episode lies less in the presence of orphans
in eighteenth-century naval service, than in the negotiations over their
compensation and what it reveals about the intersection of military, maritime,
educational, and relief initiatives and the players that carried them out in
late eighteenth-century Spain. Orphans and foundlings had long worked
in the fleets of early modern European maritime powers. From Venice to
Amsterdam, juvenile relief institutions were common recruiting grounds
for sailors. In eighteenth-century London, the Marine Society (established
in 1756) funneled boys, including some from the foundling home, into
shipboard service.18 In language resembling Charles II’s decree to establish
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San Telmo in Seville, Jonas Hanway, one of the Marine Society’s principal
founders, claimed that it would “purge the streets of London” and “relieve
the miseries of the hungry and naked, and him that hath no helper but God”
while also providing manpower for the fleet.19
The skirmishes over the portions due to San Telmo wards indicate that
battles occurred not only at sea and with Spain’s international rivals but
also within the Spanish bureaucracy. While such infighting is endemic to
bureaucracies, in this instance it reveals how different players, theoretically
all working together to steer male orphans into Spanish maritime service,
also sparred with one another over authority and resources. This was chronic
throughout San Telmo’s first century of operations under the auspices of the
Seafarers’ Guild, whose representatives regularly protested the Crown’s
grants of exemption from the tax on merchant shipping that was earmarked
for support of the maritime orphanage. This mechanism had tied the
orphanage’s financial viability to Spain’s monopolistic fleet system (based
first at Seville and, after 1717, at Cádiz) through most of the eighteenth
century. But by the time of the American Revolution, this system was in the
process of being scrapped in favor of a so-called “free trade” (libre comercio)
policy, thus greatly destabilizing the orphanage’s financial underpinnings.20
The relationship between the maritime orphanage and the Spanish Navy
was also becoming increasingly fraught. In 1779, the same year that Spain
entered the alliance against Britain, the House of Trade official Antonio de
Arnuero had inspected San Telmo and written a critical report, which was
almost certainly influenced by the dismantling of the fleet system and the
fact that by then, other navigation schools existed throughout Spain, many
operated directly by the Spanish Navy.21 The Navy resented and contested
the royal privileges afforded to San Telmo wards, which had been granted
when San Telmo was the only institution dedicated to teaching navigation to
Spanish youths.22 Guilds themselves were coming under mounting scrutiny
from “reformers” within the royal government and elsewhere, including
the prominent royal official Pedro Rodríguez, the Count of Campomanes.23
Facing these headwinds, and after more than a century of administering the
San Telmo maritime orphanage, the Seafarers’ Guild relinquished control
of the orphanage to the Navy in the late 1780s and ceased to exist shortly
thereafter.
Beyond illustrating the participation of Spanish orphans in a significant
maritime event of the American Revolution, the debate over portions due
to the San Telmo wards who participated in the 1780 seizure of the British
convoy provides an illustration of the complications that ensued when
military practices intersected with education and relief programs that were
more typically domestic affairs. This episode also shows the challenges and
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tensions resulting from the Crown’s attempt to implement new policies.
Administrators of the maritime orphanage, which had been established a
century earlier under a monarch who had delegated royal privileges and
revenue streams within a Hapsburg fleet system that no longer existed, tussled
with the resurgent Spanish Navy, which the Bourbon monarchs had spent
considerable resources reinvigorating during the eighteenth century. Now
operating their own navigation schools, the Navy increasingly saw the wards
of the Seafarers’ Guild’s orphanage as competition. Or did they consider
it unjust for the orphanage administrators’ middlemen to seize pay that the
youths had earned in the heat of battle? Although the Crown ultimately
sided with the orphanage administrators, the dismantling of the Spanish
fleet system, followed by the transfer of the orphanage’s administration to
the Navy’s jurisdiction in the late 1780s and the dissolution of the Seafarers’
Guild shortly thereafter, indicate that the Navy prevailed in the long run.
Crown-supported maritime training became more explicitly harnessed
to military needs. Yet Spain’s commercial competitiveness remained of
enormous concern to civil authorities within and beyond the Spanish court,
and orphans were resources in this competition, too, as seen in another
episode from the American Revolution.
British Prisoners of War and the Creation of a
New Andalusian Textile Factory
According to Ferreiro, the August 1780 seizure of the British convoy
at Gibraltar involved the capture of more than three thousand soldiers.24
Many ended up in Seville and other cities of Andalusia in the early 1780s.
When officials learned that some knew coveted English textile-making
technology and skills, they sought to set up a textile factory under the
direction of one of them who seemed particularly able. Officials proposed
that he be contracted to direct a new textile factory and teach his “secrets”
(secretos) to Spaniards, including wards at Seville’s other main charity home
for boys. Agustín González Enciso has framed this episode as a “model of
technological diffusion.”25 It certainly was that, and it is useful to examine
it as such; but it was also more than this. Like the participation of the San
Telmo wards in the capture of the British convoy, this initiative to tap British
prisoners’ technical skills highlights the intersecting agendas of the Crown,
royal officials, and local players, their sometimes competing interests “on
the ground,” and the place of orphans in their project.
The plan to tap the expertise of British prisoners of war was primarily
promoted by Antonio de Domezain, Seville’s asistente (the royally appointed
member of the city council, the counterpart of the corregidor in other Spanish
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cities and rough equivalent of the French intendant). Domezain was and is
known as a reformer eager to use his position at the juncture of municipal
and royal government to implement the kinds of social and economic reforms
being promoted by the Bourbon reformers at the Spanish court, including
Campomanes, author of the Discuros sobre el fomento de la industria popular
(Discourse on the promotion of popular industry, 1774) and Discurso sobre
la educación popular de artesanos y su fomento (Discourse on the popular
education of artisans and its promotion, 1775).26 Domezain explicitly linked
the project of tapping the English prisoners’ technical skills and teaching
them at different correctional and relief institutions to Campomanes’s
treatises on popular education. Like Campomanes, and counterparts
elsewhere in eighteenth-century Spain and Western Europe, Domezain had
a special interest in poor relief and in the creation and/or reform of charitable
homes, including juvenile homes, which he saw as inextricably related to the
project of making Spaniards more industrious, and thereby Spain stronger,
both morally and economically.27
Thus Domezain was delighted when he heard in May 1781 from Josef
Pérez Quintana, the Spanish commissioner of war in charge of the British
prisoners, that among them were a number of skilled laborers who might be
enticed to teach their knowledge to Spaniards. Quintana identified 42 English
prisoners who worked in Seville by day and returned to the prisoner barracks
at night; he suggested that some who did excellent work (and were willing
to convert to Catholicism) might be enticed to stay and work in Spain even
after being permitted to leave. His list included English prisoners working in a
number of trades, from tailors and shoemakers to a clockmaker and domestic
servants in distinguished homes, but the plurality were textile workers of
various sorts, principally, weavers, carders, and stocking-makers.28 One
man quickly attracted special attention. This English prisoner, Juan Riley,
produced samples and technical drawings that convinced Spanish officials
that he was adept at building tools and machines for many different stages of
textile production, from preparing and carding wool to weaving it, suggesting
that he had the potential to establish a successful factory where he could
teach Spaniards his craft “secrets.” Upon inquiry, they learned that Riley
had been imprisoned for debts in London by his creditors; to get released, he
enlisted for shipboard service, hoping to make money in Jamaica. Instead,
he ended up in Seville.
Domezain proposed to the Crown that Riley be given a ten-year contract
of financial support in exchange for using his expertise to direct a textile
factory in Spain. The factory would be capitalized by a citizen of Seville
and employ other prisoners chosen by Riley. Domezain also proposed
requiring that in addition to the English workers, “there must always be
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at the factory at least six Spanish apprentices dedicated to learning all the
tasks and secrets that Riley possesses, and it will be his responsibility to
teach them and to put all his effort into making them able.”29 Reservations
stemming from Riley’s drinking sparked attempts to recruit another English
prisoner, who was reportedly comparably able but more sober, in Riley’s
place. (Domezain had heard that Riley “is dissolute with wine to the point
of getting muddled” and reported that Riley’s “immeasurable passion for
wine had me vacillating and disgusted.”30) The substitution never happened,
though, since the other prisoner reported that he had obligations to return to
his home country “where he feared the greatest punishment if it was learned
that he had made his secrets known here.”31 Riley also promised to mend his
ways and apparently did, at least for a time.
The ten-year contract with Riley, signed in November 1781, included
language similar to that proposed by Domezain regarding Spanish
apprentices. Even before this contract was signed, Domezain had proposed
that the apprentices come specifically from the Toribios orphanage in Seville.
An agreement a few months later, in February 1782, increased the number of
apprentices to twenty and specified that they be Toribios wards. The factory
described in the contract was established, and Toribios boys apparently did
work alongside English prisoners of war under the direction of Juan Riley
during the war.
Although Riley would convert to Catholicism (be baptized) in August
1783, shortly before the Treaty of Paris officially ended the American
Revolution, his conversion had not been a condition of the agreements
that he had signed.32 Nor were other Protestant prisoners disqualified from
working under Riley’s direction and interacting with Spaniards, including
presumably impressionable young apprentices. A cleric from the Inquisition
even endorsed the plan for the English prisoners to be allowed to stay
in Spain to “propagate their projects and abilities because the cloths of
this type that come from England to these lands are infinite,” as long as
certain “precautions” (precauciones) were taken. He approvingly noted
that on previous occasions “heretics of special ability” in some skill had
been permitted to stay in Spain, albeit on certain conditions, such as being
prohibited from performing “Calvinist” religious acts or ceremonies in
public, and from arguing with any Catholic about religion.33
The prisoner-directed textile factory project is best understood in multiple
late-eighteenth-century contexts: developments in European textile industries
and commerce, the hierarchy of orphanages in eighteenth-century Seville,
and the treatment of prisoners of war. The first is perhaps the best known.
Textile industries throughout Europe were changing under pressure from
different sources: the growth of the cotton sector, competition from colonial
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imports (especially from South Asia), and changes both in demand and in
production methods, including proto-industrialization (burgeoning rural
production) and the creation of new textile equipment and organization.
Observing foreigners’ technological and thus economically competitive
edge in textile production, eighteenth-century Spaniards often sought to
emulate it. The development of the Catalan textile industry is perhaps the best
known Spanish example of such emulation. As Marta V. Vicente and James
K. J. Thomson have shown in their analyses of Barcelona’s growing cotton
industry in the eighteenth century, special contracts for skilled immigrant
workers capable of introducing new technologies to Spanish industrialists
and workers were not unknown.34 The recruitment of British prisoners of
war to teach Spanish orphans is more unusual, but the link between textile
work and the labor and training associated with relief establishments,
including orphanages, is well known and widespread in eighteenth-century
Europe, though often associated mainly with girls’ and women’s work in
such establishments.35
Zeal for reinvigorating the Spanish textile industry in the eighteenthcentury was commonly coupled with the prominent and zealous
discouragement, even castigation, of “idleness” (ocio) in the poorhouses
and other relief programs that Campomanes, Domezain, and other Bourbon
officials championed as part of their plan to reform Spanish society and
invigorate the economy.36 Textile workshops—especially for spinning—
featured prominently in plans for new or reformed institutions, as well as
in other educational initiatives. Seville’s Economic Society of Friends of
the Country (Sociedad Económica de Amigos del País) established many
spinning schools, and similar organizations and initiatives were occurring
elsewhere in Spain at the same time.37 Domezain himself arranged for the
installation of spinning equipment at the municipal orphanage for girls
in Seville, though the convent-based home for orphaned noble girls in
Seville had no textile equipment, only embroidery supplies. This was one
reflection of the fact that orphaned and other poor girls were segregated
across institutions according to their family backgrounds and presumed
future prospects; the more “industrial” textile work was only expected at
the lower-status orphanages.
Distinctions among male orphanages were different, but a distinct
hierarchy existed there too. While initially established to take in orphaned
boys fairly indiscriminately, for most of the eighteenth century the maritime
orphanage of San Telmo was the more highly esteemed and more selective
orphanage in town. The Toribios remained a lower status institution and even
doubled as a reformatory for male juvenile delinquents.38 Such hierarchical
distinctions among juvenile charity homes were not unique to Seville or
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Spain.39 It is probably not a coincidence that the Toribios, which started as
the initiative of one man working with street children (founder and namesake
Toribio de Velasco), became institutionalized as a residential establishment
under the auspices of ecclesiastical and municipal authorities in the early
1720s, just as San Telmo was becoming more restrictive in its admissions
policies. Toribios wards did not escape military service entirely—they were
commonly recruited as soldiers and sailors—but while they received some
primary education at the orphanage, they did not have access to the advanced
navigational education that gave the most academically adept San Telmo
wards access to officer status. The stratification across Seville’s juvenile
charity homes shows the persistence, even hardening, of social ranks in
eighteenth-century Spain. It thus squares with Ruth MacKay’s claims about
the “revival of exclusion” even as writers and reformers of the Spanish
Enlightenment implemented policies and wrote copiously about, revising
legal definitions of who and what should (and should not) be considered
“honorable” and “vile,” in hopes of ennobling manual labor and spurring
economic growth.40
The third context to consider is eighteenth-century treatment of prisoners
of war. Since early modern European powers were so regularly embroiled in
conflict, they had well developed procedures for both captors and captives.
These included regular prisoner exchanges and the practice of “parole
d’honneur,” in which officers were released on pledging that they would not
actively fight during the duration of hostilities or for an otherwise specified
period. In examining the experiences of eighteenth- and early nineteenthcentury prisoners of wars, Gavin Daly and other scholars—including Carl P.
Borick and Daniel Krebs, both of whom discuss war prisoners in the context
of the American Revolution, albeit in the North American context—have
documented experiences that range from brutal to surprisingly humane.41
Krebs, for example, has found prisoners at multiple points along the
continuum between constraint and liberty, including prisoners employed
by local people, for whom they were “useful enemies.”42 The same could
be said of what was occurring in Seville in another theater of the same war.
(This seems to have been occurring at the end of an era; Western European
military conventions for dealing with prisoners of war would begin to change
at the turn of the nineteenth century.)
Then the war ended. Despite the Spaniards’ attempts to entice the skilled
English workers to remain in Spain after the war, most wanted to go home
and did so after hostilities ceased in 1783. Riley stayed in Spain until the early
1790s, but not continuously in Seville. The textile factory that had begun with
such high hopes foundered. This disappointing result was not uncommon in
eighteenth-century attempts to tap foreigners’ matching-making and other
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technological knowledge, even when they did not involve Spanish orphans or
English prisoners. Thomson’s work on the a technological transfer initiative
involving French craftsmen contracted to help introduce the spinning jenny
in Barcelona was similarly thwarted, with low wages, labor supply issues,
and overly optimistic expectations all playing a role.43 Contemporaries noted
that the fate of the venture involving Riley was not helped by the foreign
textiles that began flooding Seville’s market following the peace, though
Thomson and Vicente both claim that the years immediately following the
conclusion of the American Revolution were robust periods of expansion,
at least for the Catalan textile industry.44
The entrepreneur Hernández Tamaríz complained that he and his family
had been financially ruined by the project. Among his lengthy allegations
was the charge that Toribios administrators had sent boys to the factory
who were too young to be responsible workers, that they created poor
quality cloth, sometimes intentionally damaging it, and that as soon as they
became a little skilled, they ran away. In response to Hernández Tamaríz’s
contentions, Toribios administrator Zalduendo y Luquín conceded that
many boys viewed the factory with “repugnance” (repugnancia) and that
some had deserted, but he attributed their attitude and actions to the poor
treatment that they had received. Zalduendo y Luquín claimed to have had
“many arguments and words with him [Tamaríz], trying to persuade him that
the rigor and surliness with which he treated them was not a good way of
getting results from them. “45 While these passages hardly conjure a sunny
picture of working conditions at the factory, desertion, material wastage, and
insubordination among textile workers were hardly unique to the Toribios
boys or the factory in Seville; other textile enterprises encountered similar
problems with their own workers.46 Moreover, while both writers note harsh
punishment of the Toribios boys, they do not condone it, but instead accuse
one another of perpetrating it.
By 1785, the factory ceased to function altogether. The following year,
the priest who oversaw the Toribios requested that the now-abandoned
equipment be purchased and installed at the Toribios. This seems to have
occurred eventually, and Toribios wards undoubtedly continued to do textile
work on it in workrooms at the orphanage. Some Toribios wards would
continue to be sent out of the home by day to be trained by local tradesmen,
but we have no further evidence that any were being sent to learn the “secrets”
of British craftsmen who had originally come to Andalusia as prisoners of
the American Revolutionary War.
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Conclusion
That English prisoners like Juan Riley, captured in the squadron manned
in part by youths from an orphanage in Seville, were recruited to remain
in Spain to teach the latest textile manufacturing skills to other orphans in
town may not be what we expect to find when Spanish, British, and United
States history intersect in the American Revolution. Yet it is a revealing
point of intersection, which also resonates well with James Marten’s claim
that “Children have been and are deeply engaged in every facet of war—
not simply as victims.”47 The different roles of the Spanish orphans and of
the institutions that housed them, and the unexpected connections to one
another and the broader contexts in which they were enmeshed, make these
interrelated accounts compelling and insightful.
These episodes show that contemporaries saw and lived the connections
between technological progress and economic and military competitiveness;
the local and the international; charity and warfare; prisoners and orphans;
optimistic planning and more complicated implementation. There were
opportunities for adversaries to become allies, and rivalries among
compatriots who shared ostensibly similar objectives. These linked cases
also illuminate both possibilities and complexities of the world in which the
American Revolution occurred, including its European theater. In the cases
discussed here, the Spanish Crown’s interests and intervention in efforts to
promote technological innovation and international competitiveness—in
both its maritime fleets and its textile industry—involved Spanish orphans,
their education, and their labor. These youths’ specific roles depended chiefly
on the status of the institutions in whose charge they found themselves,
which in turn was largely a function of entrenched social stratification
along quite traditional lines. The episodes discussed here also show that
the implementation and success of the Crown’s efforts at reform ultimately
relied on conditions and actors—from international diplomacy to the actions
of individual orphans and prisoners—that the monarchy could not fully
control or predict. It thus points to the importance of evaluating “enlightened
reform” not only as discursive but also as lived experience powerfully shaped
by temporary convergences of geopolitical, material, and cultural forces.
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